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MATHEMATICS 
NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES. III 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 
(Conununicated at the meeting of February 23, 1963) 
This note is a sequel to the preceding notes with the same title published 
in these Proceedings (Note I, 66, p. 135-147; Note II, 66, p. 148-153). The 
contents of these notes are assumed to be known. 
6. The seminorm (}c 
In the present section it will be shown that, corresponding to any given 
function seminorm (!, there exists a function seminorm (}c.;;;; e such that 
L11c is complete and such that (at least if e has the Fatou null property) 
(}cis the largest seminorm A. majorized bye and having the property that 
L;. is complete. The construction of (}c from e is analogous to the con-
struction of an exterior measure from a given measure. 
Definition 6.1. Let e be a function seminorm. For every u EM+, 
let 
The routine proof that (}c is a function seminorm satisfying (}c.;;;; e is 
left to the reader. 
Theorem 6.2. For every sequence {un; n EN} we have (}c(~un)< 
<! (}c(un). It follows that (}c has the Riesz-Fischer property, and hence 
that L11c is complete. 
Proof. We may assume that !ec(un)<oo. Given s>O, there exists 
for every nEN a series !kunk>Un such that !ke(unk)<ec(un)+sf2n. 
Hence !n,kUnk>!un and !n,k(}(Unk)<!ec(Un)+s. It follows that 
(}c(! Un) <! (}c(Un). 
Note that, according to the remarks on the Fatou null property in 
section 5 (Note II), it follows from (}c(! Un) <! (}c(un) that (}c has the 
Fatou null property. 
The next lemma shows that in the definition of (}c we may restrict 
ourselves to sequences {un} satisfying ! Un=U. 
1) Work on this paper was supported by the National Science Foundation of 
the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 19914 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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Lemma 6. 3. (i) For every u EM+, we have 
(lc(U)=inf CL e(un) : U= .L Un). 
(ii) (ec)c = (lc· 
Proof. (i) If ec(u) = oo there is nothing to prove. Assume, therefore, 
that ec(u) <oo, and let .L Un",>U. We set Sn=Ul + ... +un and Sn 1 =inf(sn,u) 
for all n EN. Then sn' t u, and Vn=sn'-s:_ 1 (with so=so'=O) satisfies 
Vn<Sn-Sn-l<Un (note that Sn-Sn-1 <Un at the points x EX where 
Sn=Sn-1=oo and Un>O). It follows that _Lvn=U and _Le(vn)<_Le(un). 
Hence, if the sequence {un} is chosen such that ec(u)<_Le(un)<ec(u)+s, 
then it is true as well that ec(u) < _L e(vn) < ec(u) + s. The desired result 
follows. 
(ii) We have (ec)c<ec immediately from the definition. Conversely, 
by the Riesz-Fischer property of ec and part (i) of the present lemma, 
it follows from ec( u) = ec(L Un) for .L Un = u that 
(lc(U) =inf {ec(L Un) : L Un =U} <( inf {_L (lc(Un) : L Un =U} = ((lc)c(u). 
In order to obtain deeper results, we first prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 6.4. Given u EM+, there exists a sequence O<zn t u such 
that lim (l(Zn) <( (lc( U), and there also exists a sequence 0 <( Wn <( U such that 
Wn--+ U and lim (l(Wn) =(lc(u). 
Proof. If ec(u)=oo there is nothing to prove, since in this case we 
may choose Zn=Wn=U for all n EN. Assume, therefore, that ec(u) <oo. 
Note first that if .L Un = u with ec(u) < .L e(un) < ec(u) + s, and we set 
u1+ ... +un=UI',un+l=u2', ... ,thenec(u)<_Le(un')<ec(u)+s.Obviously, 
we may choose n in U1 1 =U1 + ... +un SO large that Lr' (l(Uk 1 ) = L:+l (l(Uk) <s. 
It follows tha;t there exists a sequence Vn t u (namely, Vn the n-th partial 
sum of _Luk~) such that ec(u)-s<e(vn)<ec(u)+s for all n EN. 
Now, let Xk t X with fJ(Xk) <oo for every kEN, and let (once more 
for every k E N) the function Uk be defined by Uk = u where u is finite 
and Uk=k where u=oo. Note that Uk t u, and ec(uk)=ec(u) for every k 
since u and uk differ only on a strong ec-null set. For every kEN, there 
exists (by the remark above) a sequence Vkn t uk (as n--+ oo) such that 
(1) ec(u)- k-l < e(vkn) < ec(u) + k-l 
for all n EN. Since Uk is finitevalued, we have Uk- Vkn t 0 on xk, and 
hence the sets En= {x: Uk(X)-Vkn(X)>k-1} n xk descend to a set of 
measure zero, so fJ(En) t 0 since fJ(Xk) < oo. It follows that, for some 
index n=nk, we have O<,uk(x)-vkn(x)<k-1 on Xk, except on a subset 
Hk c xk satisfying fJ(Hk) < 2-k. For abbreviation, we denote Vknk by 
wk. The setH =lim sup Hk satisfies /l(H)=O. Furthermore, if x EX -H = 
=lim inf (X -Hk), then x E Xk-Hk for all k:>kx (where kx depends on 
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x), and so Uk(x)-wk(x)<k-1 for this point x and all k;;;.kx. This shows 
that the sequence {wk} converges pointwise almost everywhere (namely, 
on X -H) to u. In addition, it follows from (1) that lim e(wk) =ec(u). 
Finally, let Zk=inf (wk, Wk+I, ... ) for all kEN. Then O..;;;zn t u (almost 
everywhere), and, for k fixed, 
for all pEN, so e(zk)<ec(u). Hence lime(zk)<ec(u). 
Lemma 6.5. (i) e(u)=O implies ec(u)=O. 
(ii) ec(u) = 0 implies e(u) = 0 if and only if e has the Fatou null property. 
(iii) ec is a norm if and only if e is a norm. 
Proof. (i) Trivial since ec<f!· 
(ii) Let e have the Fatou null property, and assume that ec(u) = 0. By 
the preceding lemma there exists a sequence 0..;;; Zn t u such that 
e(zn)<ec(u) for all Zn. Hence O..;;;zntu and e(zn)=O for all nEN. It 
foHows, on account of e having the Fatou null property, that e(u) = 0. 
Conversely, let ec(u) = 0 imply that e(u) = 0, and assume that Un t ~£ 
with e(un)=O for all n EN. Then, if VJ=UJ and Vn=Un-Un-1 for n-;;;.2, 
we have e(vn) = 0 for all n EN and L Vn=U. Hence ec(u) < L e(vn) = 0, so 
ec(u) = 0. It follows by hypothesis that e(u) = 0, and this shows that e 
has the Fatou null property. 
(iii) Evidently e is a norm if ec is a norm since ec<f!· Conversely, let e 
be a norm. We have to show now that ec(u)=O implies u=O. Since e is 
a norm, e has the Fatou null property, and so it follows from ec(u) = 0 
that e(u)=O, and hence U=O. 
If e(f) < oo then ec(f) < oo, and so it might be stated that Le is (alge-
braically) imbedded in LPe· This statement, however, may cause confusion 
since the elements of Le (i.e., the equivalence classes modulo e-null 
functions) are not necessarily the same as the elements of Ll!e (i.e., the 
equivalence classes modulo ec-null functions). An extreme case is the 
example that X=N, p, discrete measure, and e(u)=limsupu(n). Then 
ec(u) = 0 for all u, and hence all different elements [n E Le are "contained" 
in the sole element [O]Pe of Lee· The same occurs in the Marcinkiewicz 
space introduced in Example 4.9 (iv) in Note I. A fair comparison is 
possible only in the case that equivalence classes modulo e-null functions 
and ec-null functions coincide, i.e. only whenever ec(u)=O if and only if 
e(u) = 0, and this occurs only whenever e has the Fatou null property. 
Only then it may be stated unambiguously that Le C Lee holds algebraically. 
As was shown in section 5, the case that e has the Fatou null property 
is for all practical purposes equivalent to the case that e is a norm. 
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Theorem 6.6. Let e be a seminorm with the Fatou null property. 
Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) Le=Lee (algebraically), 
(ii) (!c = (!, 
(iii) Le=Lee (algebraically and isometrically), 
(iv) Le is complete. 
Proof. It is evident that (ii) implies (i). In order to prove the con-
verse, we need only prove that (i) implies e <f!c· We will show first that 
(! has the Riesz-Fischer property. To this end, let L e(un) < =· Then 
(!c(Lun)<Lec(Un)<Le(un)<=, and so LUn ELee=Le, i.e., e(Lun)<=. 
Hence, L e(un) < CX) implies e(L Un) < =, and this is the Riesz-Fischer 
property. But then, in view of the hypothesis that e has the Fatou null 
property, (! satisfies the Riesz-Fischer inequality e(L Un) < L e(un), so 
e(u)<Le(un) for every series LUn=U. Hence e(u)<;inf(Le(un): LUn= 
=u) =ec(u). 
Evidently, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, and so it follows already that 
(i), (ii), (iii) are mutually equivalent. 
It is also evident that (iii) implies (iv) since Lee is complete. Finally, 
in order to prove that (iv) implies (ii), we observe that the completeness 
of Le (together with the Fatou null property of e) implies the Riesz-Fischer 
inequality e(L Un) < L e(un), and it follows as above that (! < (!c, so (! = f!c· 
Theorem 6. 7. (Maximal property of (!c). Let e be a seminorm with 
the Fatou null property, and let A be a function seminorm such that ec<A<(! 
and L;. is complete. Then A= f!c· Hence, the largest semi norm A<; e with 
L;. complete is f!c· 
Proof. It is evident that A(u) = 0 if and only if e(u) = 0, since (!c(u) = 0 
if and only if e(u) = 0. Hence, A has the Fatou null property. Since L;. is 
complete, it follows then from the preceding theorem that A= Ac. Further-
more, (!c = (ec)c <; Ac since (!c <A, and Ac < (!c since A<(!, so Ac = f!c· Finally, 
it follows then from A= Ac and Ac = (!c that A= f!c· 
In Theorem 6.6 it was shown that e=ec is a necessary and sufficient 
condition in order that Le is a Banach function space. In the next theorem 
we present a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the metric 
space completion Le is a Banach function space. 
Theorem 6. 8. Let e be a seminorm with the Fatou null property. 
Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) e=ec on Le, 
(ii) Le can be imbedded isomorphically in a Banach function space, 
(iii) If Un E Lefor n= 1, 2, ... , Un + 0 and e(un-Um)--+ 0 as m, n--+ =, 
then e(un) + 0. 
Furthermore, if one (and hence each) of these conditions is satisfied, then 
the metric space completion Le of Le is isomorphic to Lee· 
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Proof. (i) ==;.. (ii). If e=ec on Le, then Le can be imbedded iso-
morphically in the Banach function space Lee· 
(ii) ==;..(iii). Assume that Le is isomorphically imbedded in the Banach 
function space L;., and let the sequence {un; n E N} of functions in Le 
satisfy Un-),0 and e(un-Um)-+0 as m, n-+oo. Since A(Un-Um)=e(un-Um), 
it follows that {un} is a Cauchy sequence in L;., and hence there exists 
f E L;. s1ach that A(Un- f) -+ 0 as n-+ oo. Obviously f is uniquely deter-
mined modulo A-null functions, and the proof of Theorem 4.8 (Note I) 
shows that f may be chosen such that a subsequence of {un} converges 
pointwise to f outside some A-null set. In view of the hypothesis that 
Un -), 0 it follows now that f is a A-null fynction. But then A( Un- f) -+ 0 
is equivalent to A(un) -+ 0, so that, finally, we obtain the result that 
e(un) t Q; 
(iii) ==;.. (i). It will be sufficient to show that, given u E Le, we have 
e(u) <ec(u). Note that e(u) and ec(u) are finite. Furthermore, since a 
change in the values of u on a e-null set affects neither e(u) nor ec(u), 
we may assume that u is finitevalued. Given 8 > 0, let 1 Vn = u and 
1e(vn)<ec(u)+8. Setting 8n=V1+ ... +vn for every n EN, we have 
Un=U-8n t 0 and (!(Un-Um) =(2(8m-8n) <(:, 1::.+1 (!(Vk)-+ 0 aS m, n-+ 00. 
Hence, by hypothesis, e(un) t 0, i.e., e(u-sn)'t 0 as n-+ oo. It follows 
that, for n sufficiently large, 
e(u) < e(sn) + e(u -8n) <ec(u) + 8 +e(u-sn) < ec(u) + 28. 
Hence e(u) <ec(u). 
For the proof of the last statement, note once more that if (i) holds, 
i.e., if e = ec on Le, then Le can be imbedded isomorphically in Lee, and 
so Le is a closed linear subspace of Lee· We will prove now first that if 
f E Le and lgl < lfl, then g E Le. In other words, we will prove that if 
ec(f- fn)-+ 0 for some sequence of functions fn E Le, and lgl < lfl, then 
there exists another sequence gn E Le such that ec(g-gn)-+ 0. Setting f 
and g zero on the set where Ill =oo we obtain ec-equivalent functions, 
hence we may assume that f and g are finitevalued. Similarly, if we make 
fn zero on the set where Ifni= oo we obtain a function which is ec-equivalent 
as well as e-equivalent to fn (since ec(u) = 0 if and only if e(u) = 0), and 
hence all the fn may also be assumed finitevalued. This being agreed 
upon, we define (J(x) by g(x) = f(x)(J(x), with (J(x) = 1 where f(x) = 0. Then 
I(J(x)l < 1 on X. Now, setting gn(x) = fn(x)(J(x) for all n EN, we have gn E Le 
for all n since lgnl <Ifni, and lg-gnl <If- fnl, so ec(g-gn) <ec(f- fn)-+ 0. 
It is now easy to complete the proof. Indeed, defining A(u) =ec(u) for 
u E Le, and A(u) = oo for all other u, it follows immediately from the 
above facts that A is a seminorm coinciding with ec on L;. =Le, and hence 
coinciding with e on Le. This implies that ec<A<e· But then A=(!c by 
the preceding Theorem 6. 7, and so Le = L;. =Lee· 
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In Example 4.9 (ii) in Note I it was observed that for X =N, fh discrete 
measure, and e(u)= Ifu(n)j2n+lim sup u(n) the space Le cannot be 
imbedded isomorphically in any Banach function space. The same fact 
follows also immediately from the last theorem. Indeed, ec(u) = Ifu(n)j2n 
for every u, and hence the condition e = ec is not satisfied on the whole 
of Le. 
The following example shows that if Le is isomorphically imbedded in 
a Banach function space L;., then L;. is not always uniquely determined. 
Let X =N, fh discrete measure, and 
u = {sup u(n) if {n : u(n) > 0} is finite, 
e( ) CXl otherwise. 
Then ec( u) =sup u( n) if u( n) --+ 0 as n --+ =, and ec( u) = = otherwise. 
Hence, Lee is the subspace (co) of l00 • It follows that Le is isomorphically 
imbedded in (co), but (co) is properly and isomorphically imbedded in [00 • 
Of course, Le=Lee=(c0 ) is the smallest Banach function space wherein 
Le is isomorphically imbedded. 
Theorem 6.9. lfeisafunctionnormande(/n-fm)--+ Oasm, n--+ =, 
then the sequence {In; n EN} converges in measure on every set of finite 
measure. 
Proof. On account of eUn-fm)--+ 0 we have ecUn-fm)--+ 0, so that 
by the completeness of Lee there exists t E Lee such that ecU n- f) --+ 0. 
Since f E Lee and Qc is a norm, the function f is finite almost everywhere. 
It follows now from the proof of Theorem 4.8 (Note I) that every sub-
sequence of {In} has a subsequence converging pointwise almost every-
where on X to f. This is equivalent to the statement that fn converges to 
f in measure on every set of finite measure (cf., e.g., [2], p. 77). 
Theorem 6.1 0. Let e and A. be function norms such that Le C L;. 
(algebraically). Then the following holds: 
(i) The identity mapping of Le into L;. is closed, 
(ii) If Le is complete, then k<.ke for some finite constant k>O. 
Proof. (i) Let In E Le for all n EN, eUn- f) --+ 0 and A.(fn- g) --+ 0 
for some f E Le and some gEL;.. Then, by the same argument as in the 
preceding proof, we have frn--+ f pointwise almost everywhere for some 
subsequence {/In} of {In}· Similarly, {/In} has a subsequence {/2n} such 
that /2n--+ g pointwise almost everywhere. It follows that f=g. Hence, 
the identity mapping of Le into L;. is closed. 
(ii) Assume now, in addition, that Leis complete. It has to be shown 
that the identity mapping of Le into L;. is bounded. This follows imme-
diately from the closed graph theorem, but an elementary direct proof is 
also available. Indeed, if the mapping is unbounded, there exists a sequence 
{un} such that e(un)=l and A.(un)>n3 for all nEN. Then u=Ifn-2un 
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satisfies u E Le since Le is complete, hence ~t E L;. since Le C L:~. On the 
other hand, A.(u);;;.n-2A.(un)>n for all n EN. Contradiction. 
More examples will be presented in the next section. 
7. The Lorentz seminorm f!L 
In the present section it will be shown that, corresponding to any 
given function seminorm e, there exists a function seminorm f2L<f2 such 
that f2L is the largest seminorm majorized by e and having the Fatou 
property. The seminorm f!L was introduced by G. G. LoRENTz (un-
published paper), and it was proved in this paper that f2L has the Fatou 
property. The construction of f!L from e is analogous to the construction 
of the so-called continuous or a-additive part of a given finitely additive 
measure. In order to avoid misunderstandings we observe, incidentally, 
that (with obvious notations) for a given finitely additive measure# the 
constructions of f-tc and #L yield the same result; it is the subadditivity 
of e which causes ec and f2L to be different in general. Finally, we note 
the possibility of presenting the theory of ec and f!L in a more abstract 
set theoretic frame (compare, e.g., [1]; the Theorems 3 and 4 in this 
paper show some resemblance to Theorem 6.8 in the present note), but 
for our present purposes this would be somewhat farfetched. 
Definition 7 .1. Let e be a function seminorm. For every u EM+, let 
(!L(U) =inf (lim f!(Un) : Un t u). 
Lemma 7.2. f!L is a function seminorm satisfying (2L<ec<f2· 
Proof. We omit the routine proof that f!L is a function seminorm. 
If ! Vk = u and Un = !~ Vk, then Un t u. It follows that 
(!L(U)=inf (lim e(un) : Un t u).;;;,inf (L e(vk) : L Vk=U)=ec(u). 
Theorem 7. 3. (i) f2L has the Fatou property. 
(ii) ((2L)L=f2L· 
Proof. (i) We have to show that Un t u implies f!L(un) t f!L(u). 
Evidently lim f!L(un) <eL(u). The proof of the inverse inequality is similar 
to the proof of Lemma 6.4. We may assume that lim (!L(un) <oo. In 
order to avoid difficulties at the points where u=oo, it will be sufficient 
to prove that (!L(u).;;;,lim edun'), where Un'=inf (un,n) for every nEN. 
For every kEN there exists a sequence Vkn t uk' (as n--+ oo) such that 
(1) 
for all n EN, and similarly as in Lemma 6.4 it can be proved that a 
subsequence Wk=Vknk converges pointwise to u almost everywhere on X. 
Furthermore, by (1), 
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For all kEN, let Zk=inf (wk, Wk+l, .•• ). Then O.;;zk t u, and for every 
kEN we have 
p-H>O n-+oo 
But then 
(2) (JL(U) <; lim (J(Zk) <; lim (JL(Un'). 
k---+oo n---+oo 
(ii) We have 
(eL)L(u) =inf (lim (JL(un) : Un t u) =inf (QL(u) : Un t u) =eL(u). 
It will be shown now that the infimum in the formula 
(JL(U}=inf (lim (J(Un} : Un t U} 
is always attained. 
Theorem 7 .4. We have 
(JL(u)=min (lime(un): Un t u). 
Proof. In the proof of the preceding theorem it was shown in formula 
(2) that, given u with (JL(u) < = and Un t u, there exists a sequence 
O..;;;zk t u such that lim e(zk)<lim (JL(un)· But lim (JL(un)=eL(u) since (JL 
has the Fatou property, and (JL(u).;;lim e(zk) by the definition of (JL· Hence 
lim e(zk)=eL(u), and this is the desired result for (JL(u)<=. 
If (JL(u)==, then e(un) t = for every sequence Un t u, and so the 
result holds in this case as well. 
The next lemma is completely analogous to Lemma 6.5. Since the 
proof is also similar, we omit the proof. 
Lemma 7.5. (i) e(u)=O implies (JL(u)=O. 
(ii) (JL(u) = 0 implies e(u) = 0 if and only if e has the Fatou null property. 
(iii) (JL is a norm if and only if e is a norm. 
If e(f) < = then eL(f) < =, and so it might be stated that LQ c LQL, 
but similarly as for ec a fair comparison of Le and LeL is only possible 
whenever equivalence classes modulo e-null functions and (JL-null functions 
coincide, i.e., whenever eL(u) == 0 if and only if e(u) = 0. The last lemma 
shows that this occurs only whenever e has the Fatou null property. 
In that case, therefore, we have Le C Lee C LeL· 
Theorem 7.6. The following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) e has the Fatou property, 
(ii) (JL=(J, 
(iii) LeL = Le (algebraically and isometrically). 
Proof. Note that (ii) and (iii) are obviously equivalent, and that 
each of the statements (i) or (ii) implies immediately that e has the Fatou 
null property. In order to prove that (i) implies (ii) we assume that e 
has the Fatou property, so e(un) t e(u) whenever Un t u. It follows then 
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immediately from the definition of (!L that (!L=(!. Conversely, if (!=(!L 
then e has the Fatou property since (!L has this property. 
Theorem 7. 7. The following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) e has the weak Fatou property, 
(ii) (!L and e are equivalent, i.e., (!L(u) and e(u) are finite or infinite 
simultaneously, and their quotient is between two fixed positive constants 
for all u for which e(u) is finite, 
(iii) LeL = Le (algebraically). 
Proof. We observe first that each of these statements implies that 
e has the Fatou null property (in the case that (ii) or (iii) is satisfied, 
note first that (!L(u)=O if and only if e(u)=O). 
In order to prove that (i) implies (ii}, assume that e has the weak 
Fatou property. Then, by Amemiya's theorem (Theorem 5.5 in Note II}, 
there exists a finite constant k;;..I such that e(u).;;;;klime(un) whenever 
Un t u. It follows immediately that 
(3) (!L(U} <; (!(U} <; k(!L(U}. 
Conversely, assttme the existence of a finite constant k such that (3) 
holds, and let Un t u. Then 
(!(U} <; k(!L(U} = k lim (!L(Un} <; k lim (!(Un), 
and this shows that e has the weak Fatou property. 
Since evidently (ii) implies (iii), it remains to prove that (iii) implies 
(i). To this end, let Un t u with lim e(un) < oo. Then 
(!L(U) =lim (!L(Un) <;lim (!(Un) < oo, 
and so u E Le = LeL, i.e., e( u) < oo. This shows that e has the weak Fatou 
property. 
Theorem 7. 8. (i) (Maximal property of (!L). Let A be a function 
seminorm such that (!L<A<(! and A has the Fatou property. Then A=(!L· In 
other words, the largest seminorm A<(! having the Fatou property is (!L· 
(ii) Let A be a function seminorm such that (!L<A<(! and A has the weak 
Fatou property. Then A and (!L are equivalent. 
Proof. (i) Since A has the Fatou property, it follows from Theorem 
7.6 that A=A£. Furthermore, (!L= (eL)L<AL since (!L<A, and AL<(!L since 
A<;(!. Hence AL=(!L· Finally, it follows then from A=AL and AL=(!L that 
A=(!L· 
(ii) Since A has the weak Fatou property, A and AL are equivalent by 
Theorem 7.7. Also, AL=(!L exactly as above. Hence A and (!L are equivalent. 
Theorem 7. 9. If e has the Fatou null property, then e =(!L on Le if 
and only if Le can b~ imbedded isomorphically in a normed function space 
LA such that A has the Fatou property. If this condition is satisfied, then 
the smallest such space LA is LeL· 
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Proof. The proof is similar to (but simpler than) the proof of Theorem 
6.8; we shall omit it. 
Next, we compare f!c and f!L· 
Theorem 7.1 0. (i) (ec)L= (eL)c=f!L· 
(ii) (!L = f!c if and only if f!c has the Fatou property. 
Proof. (i) f!c< f.!, so (ec)L<f!L· Conversely, f!L < f!c, so (!L = (QL)L < (Qc)£. 
Hence (ec)L=f!L· 
Since (!£= (QL)L< (eL)c<f!L, it is evident that (QL)c=f!L· 
(ii) If f!c has the Fatou property, then (ec)L=f!c by Theorem 7.6. But 
(ec)L=f!L by (i), so f!L=f!c· Conversely, if (!L=f!c, then f!c has the Fatou 
property since (!L has this property. 
Example 7.11. (i) There are plenty of examples with e=ec=f!L· 
In fact, every e having the Fatou property is of this kind. In particular' 
all Lp function norms (l<p<=) satisfy e=ec=f!L· 
(ii) We present an example of a norm e satisfying (!L=f!c=/=f!. Let 
X= N, t.t discrete measure, and 
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e(u) = ! u(n)j2n +lim sup u(n). 
1 
It is easy to verify that ec(u) = !r' u(n)j2n, so f!c =/=f.!, and since f!c evidently 
has the Fatou property, it follows from Theorem 7.10 that ec=f!L· As is 
shown in Example 4.9 (ii) the space L(! is not complete; on the other 
hand the space L(!e is always complete, and L(! is algebraically imbedded 
in Lee· Hence, there exists u such that e(u) ==and ec(u) < =· This shows 
that e and ec=f!L are not merely different but even non-equivalent. 
(iii) We present an example of a norm e satisfying (!Li=Qc=f!. Let 
X =N, f.t discrete measure, and 
e(u) =sup u(n) +lim sup u(n). 
Obviously, the norm e has the weak Fatou property, hence Leis complete 
by Theorem 5.3 (Note II), and so ec=e by Theorem 6.6. On the other 
hand e does not have the Fatou property, and so (!Li=(!. In this example 
e=ec and QL(u)=sup u(n) are equivalent. In the example where 
e(u) = ( sup u(n) if u E (co), 
l = otherwise, 
we have ec=e since Leis complete, but now f!L and e=ec are not even 
equivalent since e does not have the weak Fatou property. Explicitly, 
we have now f!L(u)=sup u(n) for every u. Note, in connection with 
Theorem 7.9, that although e=ec=(!L on L(!=L(!e, the space Lee is a proper 
subspace of L(/L· 
(iv) Finally, we present an example of a norm e satisfying (!Li=Qci=Q. 
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Let X =N x N, f-l discrete measure, 
en(u) = 2-n{sup u(n, m) +n lim sup u(n, m)} 
m m 
for every n EN, and 
e(u)=! en(u)+lim sup u(n, m). 
m, n-+-00 
This is a combination of earlier examples. It is not difficult to verify 
that e is a norm, and ec(u) = L en(u). Since ec=l=e the space Lp is not 
complete, and hence e and ec are not equivalent. It is also easy to see 
that ec does not have the weak Fatou property (take u= 1 on the n-th 
row of N x Nand u= 0 elsewhere), so ec and (IL= (ec)L are not equivalent 
by Theorem 7.7. Explicitly, we have [IL(u)=! 2-n sup u(n, m). 
m 
The seminorm [IL is defined by eL(u) =inf (lim e(un) : Un t u), and the 
question arises whether it is true for every u EM+ and every E C X that 
[IL(UXE) = inf (lim e(uxE,.) : En t E). 
Without some extra condition the answer is negative. Indeed, let X 
consist of one point with t-t(X) = 1, and let e(u) = 0 if u is finite and 
e(u)=oo if U=OO. Then the function U=OO satisfies [IL(U)=O, but 
inf (lim e(uXEn) :En t X)=oo. 
With the additional condition that e has the Fatou null property, the 
desired result holds. 
Theorem 7.12. If e has the Fatou null property, then 
[IL(UXE) = inf (lim e(uxE,.) : En t E) 
for every u EM+ and every E C X. 
Proof. Evidently, the result holds if [IL(UXE) = oo; we may assume, 
therefore, that [IL(UXE) <oo. Then the set on which UXE=oo is a strong 
(IL-null set and hence a strong e-null set by Lemma 7.5 (here we use the 
Fatou null property of e). It follows that without loss of generality we may 
assume that u is finitevalued. Let Un t UXE satisfy e(un) t eL(UXE), and 
let O<e< 1. Then define En= {x : Un> (1-e)uxE}· It follows that En t E, 
and so 
Hence 
[IL(UXE) =lim [I(Un) > (1-e) lim [I(UXEn)· 
inf (lim e(uxE,.) : En t E)< eL(uxE), 
and since the inverse inequality is evident from the definition of (IL, the 
result follows. 
Finally, we will prove for the weak Fatou property the parallel of 
Theorem 5.9 (Note II). 
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Theorem 7.13. The following conditions on the seminorm e are 
equivalent: 
(i) e has the weak Fatou property, 
(ii) e has the Fatou null property, and if u EM+ and En t E are such 
that lim (!(UXEn) < oo, then (!(UXE) < oo. 
Proof. It is evident that (i) implies (ii). Conversely, let (ii) be satis-
fied, and let Un t u with lim e(un)<oo. We have to prove that e(u)<oo. 
First we observe that (!L(u) ,;;;:lim e(un) < oo, so by the preceding theorem 
there exists a sequence En t X such that lime(uXEn)<eL(u)+l<oo. But 
then, in view of the hypothesis (ii), we have e(u) < oo. 
A direct proof of this result, similar to the proof of Theorem 5.9, seems 
somewha1! difficult since this would require the proof of existence of a 
finite constant k:;;.l such that e(uxE)<:klim e(uXEn) for every u EM+ 
and every sequence En t E. Of course, as soon as it is known that e has 
the weak Fatou property, the existence of such a constant k follows 
from Amemiya's theorem. 
Another possibility of defining (!c and (!L is by considering instead of 
the functions themselves thee-equivalence classes. As in section 3 (Note I) 
we shall denote such classes by [f], or [ u] for u > 0. Given u:;;. 0, we define 
where [uJ<1 [uk] denotes that [v]=sup 11 [uk]=sup [11 Uk] IS 
n n 
assumed to exist and [u],;;;: [v]. Similarly, we define 
(!L(U)=inf (lim (!(Un) : [u] <;sup [Un], Un t). 
If e has the Fatou null property these definitions are equivalent to the 
definitions given in the present note, but if e fails to have this property 
then some rather difficult questions arise. We intend to return to these 
questions later. 
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